Star Spec Lead Nominations

- Nominations are open for the 2011 Star Spec Lead(s)
  - Star Spec Lead process criteria
    - Participating in mentorships
    - Submit tutorial material to publish on jcp.org
    - Managing unusual obstacles in a JSR, i.e. Spec Lead transfers JSR transfers to different entity, loss of valuable EG members.
    - New, effective and innovative ways to run-manage Egs, i.e. running active and observer groups, having voting rights and duties documented, using a java.net project.
    - Maintaining the expected behavior w/a huge expert group
    - Resurrect stalled JSRs
    - Dealing w/a politically difficult situation i.e. mergers and acquisitions, negotiating inclusion into umbrella JSRs
    - Engagement in evangelism in general promoting the importance of standards
Star Spec Lead communications criteria

- Active blogging/mentioning their JSR/JCP standards in their blog (Spec Leads are encouraged to send us links to their blogs)
- Participate in JCP PMO audio recordings or WebEx calls
- Promoting the JCP and the Community to broader audiences (JUGs, non-Java developers, students and more)
- Public speaking/presentations that mention standards and the JCP at industry events
- Contributing articles and becoming a resource for contributed articles about the JCP and JSRs
- Sharing JSR related news with the Community
- Utilizing social media consistently including blogging for promoting and attracting support for their JSRs
- Conducting media interviews about their JSRs

Please nominate ASAP; will send email reminder
The PMO is in process of conducting an (~annual survey)

- This will be Wave 6; will present a summary of results at a future EC Meeting
- Measures Participation, Satisfaction, Web Site, Other Organizations, Respondent Profile

Please encourage your associated Members/Non-members to complete the survey by 23 January

The program office arranged 2 sessions for JCP Spec Leads on JCP 2.8

  - October, JCP 2.8 overview of changes
  - December, Transparency
  - Future calls for 2012-suggestions?
JCP Project on Java.net
- http://community.java.net/community/jcp
- Instructions for JSR Spec Leads
- Calendar, Community News, Blog and Twitter, Leader spotlight added to Community Home
  - iCal function to be implemented soon
  - Groups function to be implemented in future release
Thank you, merci, grazie. gracias, danke, obrigado, bedankt, kiitos, xie xie, ありがとう．